Energy Efficiency
operational cost in
high—rise office buildings.
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buildings consume
energy [or lighting. aircondilitre

lioning and venlilaiion resul-

ting in maior operational
costs. Energy costs in buildings can
saved by.
o Using eiitctent equipment.

he

NORMAL wwoow

Eliminating use oi energy
wherever possible
.

a

Replacing commercially bought

energy

by

natural

energies.

Energy efficiency ts a matter of plugs
ging energy leaks and better uiilisation
oi available natural

or

arttlicial energy

by using day—
light effectively and by controlling
the cooling system. that is. by switch—

sources.

This

can

he done

ing ii oil when it is not required, in
Western countries, microprocessor
controls are used which switch 0“

lighting and heating

at the

according

time and nol

UGMY SHELVES

optimum

to indivtdual

iudgement. Owing to their high cost,
they are used in modern otitce
buildings.
Mechanical engineers can provide
inlormation on eiliciency oi airconditiontng. heating or ventilation
equipment However there
ber cl

synergeiic [actors which relate

to the choice oi

architect

forward
on

are a num-

systems which the

speciiies,

[or which

straight-

LIGHV wmoow

available. It is

answers are not

these factors that the energy ellici-

ency at an office

building depends.

Duyllghnng
All Office

buildings

are

provided

with windows atleast to the minimum
extent laid down in the byelaws,
A horizontal

ledge about

700mm wide

commonly provided over window
openings for weather protection, This
is

confirms

roughly

to the

requirements
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of

sunshading

on

the South

daylight than heat
and it becomes impossible to provide
adequate daylighting even with very

lacing

these out out

windows. But such windows. with

or

without sunshades, do not distribute

daylight evenly. Poorly designed windows cause glare. and this causes
office

draw curtains.

users to

down venetian blinds

large windows. The use ol these
glasses should therefore be limited
to correction of poorly designed existing buldings only.

pull

cut nut

or

day,

licia]

lights. All this can be avoided by
designing windows in order to provtde

Daylighting in airconditioned build
ings is particularly important as the
heat component of artificial light is

glareelree lighting.

more

light

in other ways and switch

from

Daylight
limited to

window is

a

an area

adjacent

on

artiA

to the Win-

mined

the window the greater is the
penetration of light into the building

lighting saves energy by reducing the
Itghtlng load and by reducing air—
conditioning load.

area of

Since the overall
ed for

daylighting

that this

is deter-

area

area

window needs

Solution

is fixed. it lollows

should be put in

a

strip

which is

a

as

high

‘viow‘ sections.

tive surface next to

buildings is
particularly
important as the
heat’compouem
of artificial light
is more than
that of natural

light.

capable

oI

as

horizontal
a

or

for
0

reflecting light

onto the

outside the building and it can be
made lrcrn a wide range of materials,

examples of light shelves
include large concrete projections and
series at small aluminium slats.
are

to a horizontal window

0

Avoid tinted

n

Avoid curtains/blinds in

Air—conditioning
high-rise buildings and the problems
of restricted FAR within which most
office buildings have to be built. the

obiections

outer walls are

because

possible

a ver

windows were divided into several

are even

pans. each pan satisfying

ally

as

specific

view, ventilation and

A troublesome

though common
feature in multiestot'ey ollice buildings
is the subdivision of deep spaces with
opaque partitions. This arrangement

daylight

available

only

are

thin

as

some

used which

thinner. The result is

therm—

a

building which requires
excessive atmonditioning. Energy can
be saved by proper insulation ol walls
and by reducing the overall heat load
on the building. The general principles
of bio-climatic design that apply
inefficient

buildings are equally valid
office buildings also. They improve
to other

the thermal environment of

conditioned

in

as

only 7.5cm thick. In

buildings curtain walls

lighting. In office buildings. a similar
approach will call lor separate window
areas for lighting and View.

makes

constructed

In Delhi it is common to lind

outer walls

a

glass

Iight'windows.

tical window provides a more satis~
tying view. In traditional buildings.

need such

buildings

and

non

save

for

alrv

energy

the outer most section and the rest ol

in air-conditioned

the office [most of the ollice in many
cases] has to use artillcial lights only.

to a certain extent, These

The best way to avoid this is

windows. reflective external finishes.

lightng every

room

by day-

division. In modern ollioes

comfort at

an

landscape office can

which the

partitions height

open
be used in

can be

glasses are commonly used
windows for reducing glare. Most of
a BUILDER smmazr um

In

dry climate, evapocooling can provide thermal

areas

required

with

a

fraction of the energy
for air-conditioning. In Delhi,

which has

a

typical composite climate,
humidity rises in lune making air,

limited to about 1300mm.

Tinted

include heat

tight fitting doors and windows,

from two sides.

rative

or

buildings

by external shading of

load reduction

failing this. transparent or translucent
partitions can be provided lor subplan
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Use light shelves and

Because of the structural needs of

Successful

Sometimes there

high horizontal
light,

reflective ceilings.

ts

ceiling Consistent with the requirements at weathering and maintenance,
this can be provxdod either inside or

a

windows

Use

0

tilted retiec~

window. that

Split windows into ‘Iight‘and

0

hori—

possible. The
light distribution can be improved
lurther by introducing a light shell

zonial

air-conditioned

light. For

removing every extra watt ol heat
energy Irom artificial lighting, one

usually

by the height at the window
head. The higher the location ol

Dayligliting

than that ol natural

third watt of energy is consumed in
the air-conditioning plant. Good day—

dow and the extent of the

iii

more

in

a

conditioning

a

necessity. An energy

efficient solution is to

provide both

air—

ENERGY SAVING AIRV CONDITION‘NG

In areas with
a

dry climate,

evaporauve

cooling can
provide thermal
comiort at
a traction oi
the energy
required [or air—
A|R~CONDIT|ON|NG FOR HUMtD MONTHS

EVAPORATIVE COOLING FOR DRY SUMMER

conditioning and evaporative cooling,
the latter to be used during the dry

simple enough to run the eve po~
ralive cooling plant on the diesel

months and the former [or the

generator 59L

warm

humid monlhs.
The duot size
rative

evapo—

is

return air ducts are also used as

equipped
as

supply

ducts tor evaporative cooling. no additional ducting is necessary in the

building.

Some cinema halls in Delhi

have been

using

this cost

saving
method ior many years. A point that
needs to be stressed here is that during
summer there are irequent power
breakdowns and office

buildings have

standby diesel generators Few
buildings have a large enough gene,

to use

rator

capamty

to run the

conditioning plant

on

be

Normally airmonditioning plants

nearly twice as big
for airfionditioning. Ii

cooling

that needed

required tor

conditioning.

iuil air,

it. but it would

to meet the worst

are

possible

set at climatic and

meters. Thus

in

operational para—
Delhi, the design con-

ditions would be 43.500 external tern,

perature. daytime

summer

values oi

solar radiation and the iull internal
electrical load oi lighting and equipment, all working at the same time.
With eiiicient daylighting and controlled artiiicial

lighting. this heat load
could he reduced by about 10 percent
to coincide with the heat load ior monsoon

conditions when the outside

35°C only.
The reduction in the size at the plant
would save capital cost as well as

design temperature

is ahout
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running cost as the plant with lower
capacity would be run at higher elliciency. The capital cost savmgs could
also be used to pay [or the evaporative
cooling plant.
Another way oi reducing airconditioning costs is by providing extra
design temperature ior oiiices which is

I

Provide automatic controls.

24°C

Without air circulation

he reset to high

well

as

as

energy

can

Artllictal

27°C with

Capital

be saved

during

iort. This method is

commonly

used in

which meets
the needs at
office buildings
in the composite
climate zone. is

preferred.

lamp

the fixture; the distribution and

and

posiv

because at the

oiiice. The most eiiicient

unappealing

appear,

ceiling ians
One possible solution is not to use
ceiling ians but to increase the air ilow
[mm the air-conditioning system ltseli,
Another alternative is to use special
low velocity ceiling tans or personalis—
ed table ians with an aesthetically
pleasant design. The important thing

oi diiiereni suriaces in the

[reflectivity]
ior

general

iluorescent

sumption
the

of

use

For

ollice

light

source

lighting is the

lamp and its power

can

40W
con—

be iurther reduced

by

electronic ballast,

an

special

areas

such

as

toilets and

passages. where a high level at illumination is not needed but illumination

to remember is that the tan should

necessary ior long periods oi time,
the compact fluorescent lamps (PL 9

give the appearance not oi a space
with inadequate cooling but oi one

and PL i ll are suitable. Fixtures are
available ior these lamps with mirror

where the [an is

optic reflectors with bright iinished
cross louvers. Other designs oi reilectors and louvers have significantly
lower light output. Because oi inter
lamp losses. the light output at

an

oi

integral part

the

cooling system.
Cooling is only one

the

use

oi

Often the

an

of the

reasons

ior

aiHmndittoning plant.
is

airco’nditioning plant

run

is

in comfortable outdoor conditions.

the twin tube fixture is less than that

when all that is needed is

oi two individual

a

large

single

tube fixtures.

volume oi iresh filtered air ia much

For the same number oi fixtures, better

larger volume oi iresh air than is normally provided in air—conditioning
systems]. The evaporative cooling

lighting

a

iilter

is more suited ior this purpose.

ideally

a new

conditioning

type of cooling

and

is achieved ii the

reflecting
suriaces. particularly the ceiling. are oi
a light colour.
The design of artiiicial lighting ior

buildings

is worked out for

switched

on

night time
conditions when no daylight is available. Generally once lights are

machine that combines the air-

evaporative cooling

plants which meets the needs oi office
buildings in the composite climate
zone is preferred. in the absence oi
a suitable design. one will have to

the

in the darker hours in

morning. they

are

not switched oil

later when there is
The extra

adequate daylight.
illumination merely causes

make do with two separate machines,

additional energy expenditure without
helping the ollice workers in any way,

with suitable modifications,

This

An

automatically

controlled air-

can

control

be done best

system which

by

an

can

automatic

be time

conditioning plant also saves energy

based

The basic purpose oi automatic
controls is to reduce the need ior

system capable of adjusting the

operators but they also make it

lighting conditions. in all cases it
advantageous to control lights in

ble to

i.

which is the

source

tion oi iixtures with respect
to the work suriaces: and the colour

system mentioned above, with
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oi the

partially air-conditioned buildings but
is irowned upon by designers oi central
HVAC systems. it is not very popular
ance oi

evaporative
cooling plants,

eificiency of artificial lighting in
ollice depends upon the etticiency

an

come

lighting

The

cost as

plant operation wtihout reducing

and

humid months.
Boost indoor air movement.

proper air circulation.

air-conditioning

evaporative cooling and
air-conditioning.
. Use evaporative cooling in hot dry
months and air-conditioning in
install both

0

5

can

machine that
combines the

Insulate external walls/roots.

0

air movement. The normal indoor
taken as

ideally a new
type of cooling

Solution

use

the

plant
possi-

plant optimally thus

or

interior

it could be

lighting

this enables the

ierent conditions.

able in the office.

autmmsrrrmara ism

intelligent

in response to outdoor

saving energy. Smart controls as
against simple thermostatic cutoiis are
capable oi switching according to dile

running parallel

an

is
rows

to the windows as

lights to be switched
according to the daylight levels avail-

used for

general lighting. Task lamps
are fitted with 9W PL lamps. Together
these require no more than saw of
energy per in2 of office space.
The operation oi artificial general
lighting is coupled With the availability ot daylight by controlling the
former with a computer. Tubelights

wmoow WALL

are

switched (in/off

or

dimmed tn dif~

ferent parts of the office space dependA
ing upon the available daylight.
To reduce the

'y

4e—

My

cooling load. insul»
ation is provnied in all exposed wall
and roof surfaces and double glazing is
provided in the windows. infiltration
losses are reduced by the fixed
windows. The original design of office
space incorporated electricians for air
circulation and special ducting for spot
cooling of workstations. These two

zoer

ENERGY CONSERVING LIGHTlNG SCHEME

features which would have allowed

higher temperature of the general
office space while ensuring thermal
a

is

Lighting
a

designed

so as to

uniform level in the entire

area.
or

provide

working

Actually the design level [300qu

more) is needed

surfaces and

only

on

the work

was

inno—

duced in the plan. This reduced the
depth of the office space to about 10m
and eliminated the darkest

area

from

adequate for movement areas bet,
ween tables. By providing task lights.

working space. A double glazed
continuous window was planned
around the building with the upper

it is

half used for

a

lower level 150400qu

circulation routes around it

is

possible

to have the lower illumi-

the

daylighting

and the lower

nation level in the general office space
while providing workers with more

half for view. The upper window incor»
porates small light shelves in the form

than 300qu at the work surfaces.

of reflective [mirror coated) venetian
blinds. These blinds are operated by

ideally the task lights should be of
a low wattage high efficiency sources
such

as

FL

or

fluorescent

lamps.

The

total installed

lighting load can be
drastically reduced by this method.

Use fluorescent

lamps

with efficient

fixtures.
0
0

Use

light colours on walls/ceiling.
Switch off lights during daylight

hours
0

Use task

lights

with low

general

lighting.
c

Provide

switching

in banks

parallel

to windows.

Applications
Some of these energy

saving ideas

have been incorporated in the design
of the office building of CMC Limited
at

Bombay. The orientation.

and the overall form of this
air-conditioned

ed

building

by the development

a

cult to

different faces of the building,
The blinds reflect daylight onto

light

on

angled and flat panels to provide more
light in the back of the office space and
to improve daylight distribution near
the windows. The lower half oi

x

building of 25m width is diffi7
daylight, a central atrium with

a

The

plant

itself consists of

mix of 40 and BOT water cooled

chiller units controlled

by

a

mlcro~

processor. This mix of chiller capacities
allows the plant to operate more

efficiently.
Since the

building has not been
operational for an appreciable length
of time

yet. it would be wrong

as

quote iigures for actual energy
savings. However, it is been estimated
to

that the

savings would be of the order
of about 25 percent as compared
to other offices of the company in

venetian blinds and the air-condition»

to their needs. For better maintenance

mation

System developed by the

the blinds

owners

themselves and therefore it is

are

enclosed between the

ing plant

are

outer and inner sheets of

difficult to

effect of these

far

measures

glass. The net
is that during

daylight hours practically no artificial
lighting is needed.
Artificial lighting has also been

designed

control rules

Bombay.

glass and ordinary venetian blinds
which people can adjust according

centrally
govern-

cooled space per ton which is much
more than the norms laid down for

Bombay. The controls for lighting

location

were

The total air-conditioning plant
capacity thus worked out to 17m2 of

the window is fitted with reflective

provided with energy conservation in
mind. The general lighting has been

which prescribed a plan size of 22
25m and a height of 30m
As

the slats at appropriate angles depend,
ing upon the angle of incidence of sun~

the ceiling which has white painted

Solution
0

computer controlled motors whicn tilt

comfort for workers, were taken out in
the later stages of interior design.

to achieve an illumination

as

the

part of the Building Auto—

give

authentic

owners are

figures.

So

concerned the

additional cost of

microprocessor
justifiable not because of

controls was
the potential energy saying: but
because of the ease of operation and
maintenance of the building. The

provided by task lamps. Fluorescent

consumption in' the different
components of the building is being
monitored and recorded by the Automation System so that the cost

lamps of 40W with high frequency

effectiveness of these

electronic ballasts. mirror optic reflectors and parabolic Iouvers have been

be available after

level about 175 to 2001ux

only. Higher

illumination at the workstations is

energy

operation

a

measures

would

year of normal
I:
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